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The Hindu American Foundation (HAF) is a 501(c)(3) advocacy organization for the Hindu American
community. Since its inception, HAF has made human rights advocacy one of its main priorities and is the
only Hindu American organization to publish an annual human rights report comprehensively detailing
human rights violations against Hindu minorities globally. The Foundation regularly hosts Congressional
Briefings, actively engages with religious freedom advocates on the International Religious Freedom (IRF)
Roundtable, participates in domestic and international forums on human rights, and conducts on the ground
factfinding missions.
The Foundation has also addressed issues in India, ranging from terrorism, to human rights and equality, to
homosexuality and sexual violence. HAF, for instance, criticized the Indian Supreme Court's decision to
uphold Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, which criminalizes consensual homosexual conduct, and
condemned the Delhi gangrape in 2012.1 And in 2011, the Foundation testified before the U.S. Commission
on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) to provide a Hindu perspective on human rights in India.2
The Foundation does not, however, take positions on politics or elections in India, but has opposed highly
prejudicial and biased resolutions intended to interfere with India’s political process. In particular, HAF and
many leading Congressmen recently spoke out against U.S. House Resolution 417 (H. Res. 417), a
resolution that undermines U.S  India relations and contains misleading and inflammatory language.3
Specifically, H. Res. 417 selectively highlights certain incidents of violence in India to portray Hindus as the
only perpetrators of religious riots. It further ignores India’s unprecedented religious accommodations for
minorities, while criticizing Freedom of Religion or “anticonversion” laws,4 which were created to protect
poor and vulnerable populations from predatory efforts seeking religious conversion in exchange for
educational, medical, and other humanitarian aid. Of particular concern is the resolution’s call to empower
religious minority courts to conduct trials and hear appeals  a suggestion which threatens to undermine the
secular Indian judicial system, and one which the cosponsors would never tolerate in our nation’s secular
democracy.
Similar to H. Res. 417, the stated scope and purpose of this Hearing is equally problematic. The timing of
the Hearing is also questionable and appears intended to influence next week’s national elections in India.
The following testimony, therefore, seeks to provide a balanced perspective on religious minorities in India
and past incidents of violence.
Background
India is home to unparalleled religious, cultural, and linguistic diversity. Although Hindus comprise the
majority in India (80 percent), religious minorities encompass nearly 20 percent of population.5 In addition,
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India has the world’s second largest Muslim population (approximately 176 million or 14.4 percent)6 and
substantial numbers of Christians (2.3 percent), Sikhs (1.9 percent), Buddhists (0.8 percent), and Jains (0.4
percent). Religious minorities, either as a single community or collectively, comprise majorities in eight
states  Punjab, Jammu & Kashmir, Nagaland, Mizoram, Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh, Lakshadweep, and
Meghalaya.7 Similarly, in many other states, minorities represent significant and influential segments of the
population. 8
India has a unique brand of secularism which provides unprecedented religious accommodations to its
religious minority populace, including pilgrimage subsidies (e.g., India spends nearly $110 million annually
to subsidize the Hajj pilgrimage for Muslims)9 and generous affirmative action benefits in many states.10
Moreover, in 2012, close to $586 million was earmarked for the Minorities Affairs Ministry to benefit the
country’s religious minorities, reflecting an increase of 12 percent over the previous year.11
The constitution and legal system protect religious freedom and ensure equality for all citizens, regardless of
religious identity.12 Additionally, minorities enjoy autonomy over their institutions and places of worship free
from government intrusion (excluding Hindu institutions), as well as religionbased personal laws, some of
which contain discriminatory provisions against women.13 Religious minorities have also attained the
highest echelons of power in the Indian military, government, judicial system, civil service, bureaucracy, and
private sector. These include Supreme Court Justices, Prime Ministers and Presidents, heads of the Indian
Armed Forces, and leading industrialists and CEOs.
While there have been sporadic outbursts of religious violence in recent years, the causes have been
complex and the culprits varied. According to Sadananad Dhume, a resident fellow at the American
Enterprise Institute, in “...places like Assam, West Bengal and Uttar Pradesh, rapidly growing Muslim
populations are no longer always a beleaguered minority. The reality of contemporary conflict is often
messier, and much less onesided, than in the past.”14 For instance, HinduMuslim riots in the state of
Jammu and Kashmir in 2013 disproportionately impacted Hindus,15 while violence between Muslims and the
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tribal Bodo population in Assam affected both communities.16
And in the runup to the national elections, scheduled to commence on April 7, 2014, there have been no
major reported incidents of religious violence or instances of inflammatory antiminority rhetoric from the
major political parties. This is in stark contrast to the systematic targeting of Hindus and other religious
minorities in neighboring Bangladesh during recently conducted elections.17
The Indian government has also responded to previous bouts of religious violence by instituting
investigations, fasttrack courts, trials, and relief programs for the victims.
1984 AntiSikh Riots
In 1984, more than 3,000 Sikhs were killed in antiSikh riots in Delhi following the assassination of Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi by her two Sikh bodyguards. Prime Minister Gandhi’s murder came in the aftermath
of Operation Bluestar, an Indian army operation aimed at flushing out Sikh militants, who had occupied the
Golden Temple (Sikhism’s holiest shrine) in the midst of a violent terrorist campaign to create a separate
Sikh state of Khalistan.18
The Khalistan movement in the northern state of Punjab, where Sikhs comprise a majority, peaked in the
1980s and 1990s and involved bombings, political assassinations, kidnappings, selective killings, and
massacres of civilians According to the South Asia Terrorism Portal (SATP), there were approximately
21,631 fatalities from terrorism related violence since the insurgency began in 1981, of which 11,783 were
civilians.19
Between 1984 and 2005, ten commissions and committees were created to investigate the antiSikh riots,
including the role of government officials from the ruling Congress Party, as well as the police.20 Collectively,
442 people were convicted by Delhi courts for their involvement in the riots, and the Nanavati Commission
indicted several Congress Party leaders in 2005.21 Indeed, many highlevel Congress Party officials have not
yet been brought to justice, and the Congress Party has been accused of attempting to suppress evidence
and of protecting accused party members.22 In a positive development, in January 2014, the newly elected
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Aam Aadmi Party government in New Delhi ordered a Special Investigative Team (SIT) to reopen and
examine several cases in connection with the riots.23
HAF believes that a complete and thorough investigation of the riots is necessary and that those responsible
for the violence, including all political leaders, should be held accountable for their alleged crimes. The
failure to provide justice to the Sikh riot victims, however, should not be viewed as religiously motivated, but
rather as a political attempt to protect Congress Party leaders. In fact, the Congress Party Prime Minister
is a Sikh, the President a Muslim, and the head of the Party a Catholic, with several highlevel officials from
minority communities.
Moreover, there is no evidentiary link between the riots and the purported social and economic
marginalization of the Sikh community, as claimed by some groups. Sikhs enjoy independent control of
their religious institutions, are overrepresented in the ranks of the military and civil service, and are
economically, politically, and socially dominant in the state of Punjab..24 While some Sikh farmers are
currently facing economic hardship in Punjab, it is unrelated to their religious identity. Indeed, many Hindu
farmers across the country have faced similar challenges in recent years, particularly in Maharashtra.25
Moreover, ceding to Sikh demands, Jatt Sikhs (farmers and landowners) in Punjab were recently classified
as a backward class by the Government of India, making them eligible for reservations in government jobs.26
Human rights groups have further accused security forces in the state of committing abuses against Sikhs,
suspected of being part of the Khalistan separatist movement. Although law enforcement has been guilty of
committing excesses over the years, they have been done under the auspices of a Sikh controlled state
government and a Sikh dominated police force. Additionally, any security response to an insurgency will
necessarily result in some excesses/abuses by security forces, such as has occurred in other parts of
India, where many of those involved have been Hindu (e.g., the Maoist insurgency in central India). Thus, to
claim that any crackdowns have been the result of inherent religious bias against Sikhs is both inaccurate
and misleading.
Finally, there is no evidence of religiously motivated attacks on Sikhs in recent years. In contrast, Sikh
religious institutions and political parties have been involved in instigating violence and suppressing speech
by minority sects in the state. For instance, a sect known as Dera Sacha Sauda, comprised of both Sikhs
and Hindus, was accused of heresy by Sikh religious bodies. The Akal Takht, "the highest temporal seat of
the Sikhs," called for a "social boycott" of Dera Sacha Sauda members and of their leader, and called for a
"closure of all 'deras' of the Sacha Sauda in the Punjab."27 The Punjab state government further arrested the
leader of the sect for “hurting Sikh sentiments” by dressing in the garb of a 17th century Sikh guru. Sikhs
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groups also attacked followers of the Dera Sacha Sauda, leading to violent clashes between the groups in
Punjab and neighboring Haryana.28
2002 Gujarat Riots
On February 27, 2002, a compartment of the Sabarmati Express, a train that runs from the Hindu pilgrimage
city of Ayodhya, Uttar Pradesh to Ahmedabad, Gujarat, was attacked and burned by a throng of over a
thousand Muslims in the city of Godhra in Gujarat, according to official reports. Fiftyeight Hindus, most of
them pilgrims, were killed in the burning, including 25 women and 15 children.29 In reaction to the burning,
riots broke out in a number of major cities in Gujarat, including Ahmedabad, Godhra, and Surat. The
violence lasted for approximately three days, by the end of which approximately 1000 people, 790 Muslims
(75%) and 254 Hindus (25%), were dead.
In response to allegations of state indifference and collusion against Muslim victims during the violence,
India’s Supreme Court in 2008 formed a Special Investigation Team (SIT). After a four year investigation, the
SIT issued a detailed 541 page closure report in May 2012 that found that Mr. Modi took all possible steps
to control the violence.30 A Gujarat magistrate upheld the SIT report as accurate, on December 26, 2013.31
Specifically, the report noted that Mr. Modi repeatedly called law and order meetings to control the situation,
called in the army to prevent rioting, and established relief camps for the riot victims. Further, the court
noted the arrest and conviction of a number of state officials in connection with the riots, and found that
there was no evidence to connect Modi to their actions.32 At least, 249 people have been convicted for their
role in the riots, including senior politicians.33
The report further determined that several activists and witnesses exaggerated accounts and evidence
presented in court, including Police Inspector Sanjiv Bhatt, who accused Mr. Modi of allowing the violence.
Mr. Bhatt’s testimony was not accepted by an Ahmedabad Magistrate.34 In addition, the SIT has accused
social activist Teesta Setalvad, founder of an Indiabased NGO, Citizens for Justice and Peace (CJP), and
frequent witness on the U.S. Capitol Hill, of falsifying evidence in court complaints and manipulating
witnesses into giving hundreds of falsified statements in the 2002 riot cases.35 A former aide of Ms.
Setalvad, Rais Khan, also accused her and her associates of intentionally presenting a onesided narrative
of the riots, refusing to mention attacks on Hindu homes and businesses or the thousands of Hindus that
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were rendered homeless.36 Ms. Setalvad and her husband, Javed Anand, are currently being investigated for
illegally misappropriating funds intended for the benefit of Muslim victims. 37
Subsequently, there have been no religious riots in the state nor has there been violence during the current
election campaign. Moreover, surveys on the status of Muslims in Gujarat conducted in the postriots
period have consistently demonstrated that Muslims in Gujarat have fared far better than in any other state
on several socioeconomic indicators in both rural and urban areas. The Sachar Committee report, for
example, which was commissioned by the ruling Congress Party to examine the status of Muslims in India
in 2006, found that the monthly per capita income of Muslims in rural Gujarat (668 Rupees) was higher than
that of Hindus (644 Rupees). And in urban Gujarat, the per capita income of Muslims was 875 Rupees per
month compared to 804 Rupees per month for Muslims in urban India as a whole. The report also noted
that Muslims in Gujarat enjoy a higher literacy rate (73.5 percent) than the national average (64.8 percent).38
2008 Odisha Violence
In December 2007, a Hindu religious leader, Swami Lakshmananda, along with four of his followers, was
assassinated in the eastern state of Odisha. The incident sparked retaliatory riots against Christians in
2008 in the state’s Kandhamal district, which left an estimated 38 people dead and approximately 4,000
homes destroyed.39 Although the murder of Swami Lakshmananda appeared to be the immediate cause of
the riots, there were several other longstanding factors that reportedly led to the conflagration.
Resentment and anger against aggressive proselytizing activities by Christian missionary groups has been
cited as one such factor leading to the violence.40 Prior to the riots in 2008, for instance, the “Christian
growth rate in the district [was] 66 percent as against 18.6 percent for the overall population growth in the
district.” 41 Moreover, preexisting tensions between the Kandha and Pannas tribes over resources in this
tribal dominated district fueled the violence.42
Following the violence, there have been several investigations, the creation of a state judicial commision, the
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Justice A.S. Naidu Commission, and fast track courts.43 Collectively, there have been nearly 3,000
individuals tried for their role in the violence with 361 convictions.44 Victims of the 2008 violence have also
received relief aid from the government in order to compensate them for their personal and property losses.45
In addition, eight people were convicted for the murder of Swami Lakshmananda in October 2013, more
than five years after the killing. Those convicted were reportedly Christians and had ties to Maoist extremist
groups operating in central India.46
There have been no reported major incidents of communal violence in Odisha since 2008.
Freedom of Religion Laws
“Freedom of Religion Laws” or “AntiFraudulent Conversion Laws,” are currently in use in only five out of 29
states in India, including Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Odisha, Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh. The laws
were primarily formulated to prevent vulnerable populations, such as children and those that are poor,
uneducated, and illiterate from being preyed upon and converted through unethical means, involving fraud,
force, or coercion.47
Many in India have fallen victim to predatory efforts seeking religious conversion in exchange for or with the
allurement of medical and humanitarian aid, education, or employment. Foreign missionaries often
fraudulently misuse visitor visas to conduct missionary activities in India, according to Indian government
sources,48 and in some cases are encouraged to do so by missionary organizations.49 Former USCIRF
Commissioner, Felice Gaer, also noted in 2012 that there were “reports that some proselytizing groups use
tactics that Hindus perceive as coercive or offensive.”50
Furthermore, these laws do not supersede protections for religious freedom guaranteed by the Indian
Constitution, including the right to freely profess, practice, and propagate religion.51 Additionally, they have
seldom been enforced, have resulted in few arrests and no convictions, and do not prevent individuals from
converting out of their own free will.52
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In reality, the laws have been ineffective in protecting vulnerable populations from being forcibly or
fraudulently converted, as thousands of missionaries continue to enter and work in India. The
Houstonbased Central India Christian Mission, for instance, claims that it has planted 1,100 churches in
India and proselytized to 265,000 people.53 Similarly, in October 2010 alone, Joyce Meyer Ministries
reportedly converted 1,300 Indians to Christianity during a one week medical outreach mission in the
eastern city of Kolkata. 54
Conclusion
India is the world’s largest secular democracy and is home to unparalleled religious diversity. Minorities are
represented in all levels of government, the military, judicial system, and civil service. Furthermore, the
country’s constitutional framework and legal system afford special rights and privileges to religious
minorities, while socially and economically uplifting them through government programs and institutions.
Religious freedom is enshrined in the constitution and supersedes statelevel freedom of religion laws, which
have rarely been utilized or enforced. These laws have had a negligible impact on the activities of
missionaries, who continue to operate freely within India.
Although there have been bouts of religious violence in recent years, the federal and state governments and
the judiciary have launched robust investigations, created special commissions, set up fasttrack courts,
and appointed Special Investigative Teams to inquire into the causes of the violence. These investigations
have led to numerous arrests and convictions, including of high profile political leaders. In some cases,
such as the 1984 antiSikh riots, further investigations are still necessary to provide justice to the victims.
This failure is not based on an inherent religious bias against Sikhs, but is instead rooted in political
expediency.
The stated scope and purpose of the Hearing before this Commission, however, ignores these ground
realities in portraying specific past incidents of communal violence. It also makes unsubstantiated and
misleading claims regarding the impact of prior riots on the current socioeconomic status of religious
minorities in the country. Such assertions immediately prior to Indian national elections appear to be a
blatant attempt to influence the outcome of India’s democratic processes and to undermine U.S.  India
relations. The decision to choose India’s next leader should be left to the Indian people without interference
from U.S. Congressmen.
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Central India Christian Mission, http://indiamission.org/wherewework/.
Joyce Meyer Ministries, http://www.joycemeyer.org/OurMinistries/HandofHope/Outreaches/medical.htm.

